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This highly regarded, affordable mainstream Social Psychology text is both a comprehensive introduction and a complete program, with the core text and supplements carefully crafted to work together to benefit both instructor and student.

The *Fourth Edition* is a balanced, integrated introduction to social psychology and its many applications. The text is organized around a socio-historical framework that links historical and cultural events to social psychological theory. This framework encourages critical thinking, stimulates awareness of intercultural differences, and enables students to understand social psychology in the context of their own lives and in world events.

**New! Updated Coverage of Current Issues, Data, and Scholarly Research** — The text has been thoroughly updated and streamlined to reflect recent real world examples, events, and scholarship.

**New! Contemporary Design** — Includes a market tested interior design, upgraded tables, graphs, and charts.

**New! Separate Applied Chapter** — Focusing on application of social psychology in the areas of Law, Health and Business, this chapter was designed to be as a flexible independent unit that could be relevant and used at a variety of different points throughout the course.

**Enhanced! Student Friendly Pedagogy** — Includes Chapter Key Questions/Learning Objectives, Chapter-Opening Vignettes, Running Marginal Glossary, Comprehensive Chapter Reviews, and more!

**Focus on Research** — In addition to the many citations found throughout the text that highlight applied social psychology topics that are interesting, the authors connect the theory and research of social psychology that can be used to understand the complexities of cultural, historical, and current events. Students will come away from this text with a sense that they are truly social creatures, subject to the influence of the social and physical environment.

**An Accessible and relevant text that offers a Unique Narrative** — A natural and relaxed writing style promotes a sense of a conversation between the authors and reader.

**Meeting students where they learn and professors where they teach.** The narrative is presented in a modular style that offers students core course materials in digestible chunks and instructors flexibility in syllabus sequence.

To Request an Examination Copy:
• Email us directly at Textbook Media Press: info@textbookmedia.com
• Visit our website and register: www.textbookmedia.com
Instructor Supplements:

In addition to containing unique online features, *Social Psychology, 5e* comes with the following supplements on an instructor’s CD or download:

- **Test Item File** — A customized test bank available in ExamView Pro containing 100 short-answer questions per chapter for creating original quizzes and exams.

- **Instructor’s Manual** — An enhanced version of the book offering assistance in preparing lectures, identifying key questions/learning objectives, developing essay exams and assignments, and constructing course syllabi.

- **PowerPoint Lecture Slides** — Key points, tables, graphs, and illustrations from each chapter are illustrated in a set of full-color PowerPoint files designed to assist with instruction.

Student Supplements (For Purchase):

- **Online Lecture Guide** — This Lecture Guide is designed for student use and is available as a study tool. Note: Instructors can request the PowerPoint version of these slides to use as developed or to customize.

- **Printable Online Study Guide** — Printable version of the study guide available via downloadable PDF chapters for easy self-printing.

To Request an Examination Copy:

- Email us directly at Textbook Media Press: info@textbookmedia.com
- Visit our website and register: www.textbookmedia.com